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Product Update – August 2022
We are delighted to launch another packed release of features and enhancements to the
allora.ai platform. This document details all the changes that will become available from 16th
August 2022.

In this release, Online voucher redemption (beta) will make it possible for gift voucher
recipients to make an online booking against their voucher for the first time in the booking
engine.

The introduction of a new User Feedback Tool will now allow platform users to share feedback
about any allora.ai page or feature they use. This will ensure we are taking all views into
account when we review enhancements.

Visitors to the booking engine will be able to explore interactive room content with a Matterport
Integration made available in this release. We have also invested in underlying tracking and
infrastructure improvements to provide a runway for new and existing products. More to come
in this soon.

As always, our E-Commerce Managers and the Centre of Excellence are here
to support you with any questions you might have.
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Contact
If you have any queries or feedback, please don’t hesitate to contact a member of the team:

E-commerce team: ecommerce@avvio.com
Centre of Excellence: support@avvio.com

New Features

Online Voucher Redemption

PLEASE NOTE: Due to the extensive configurability options behind this feature, a small testing
group of customers will be invited to join a beta for testing. A further customer rollout will be
announced after testing and feedback is completed..

The details page is now capable of validating and redeeming a new type of online redeemable
vouchers. A new optional section is displayed to the consumer when the booking engine is
activated and configured for online redemption.

The consumer can enter the reference string of an online redeemable voucher. The page will
validate that the voucher exists and is enabled for online usage. These new vouchers are
designed to be monetary value vouchers. They are effectively a new means of online payment
in the booking process.

This process is working best for prepaid rates as the following example demonstrates:
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The details page reloads and updates the total amounts of the transaction. Also, applicable 3rd
party payment methods will be dynamically removed as required.

The consumer will need to provide additional payment by the available payment methods if
the remaining balance of the voucher is less than the payable amount.
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The voucher in the example above covers the full value of the payable amount. All additional
3rd party payment options are removed. The example also shows a requirement on the
consumer to provide a valid card for guarantee purposes, despite the voucher amount
covering the full value of the transaction. This feature can be activated or disabled based on
requirements. When disabled, the consumer would be able to finish the transaction and get a
booking confirmation solely by the provided monetary value online voucher.

The Ledger

The online redemption of vouchers require all spending and other actions to be tracked in
detail in order to be able to determine the remaining balance and to provide full accountability.

A new screen in the voucher application is provided to the admin user to display the remaining
balance and the content of the ledger.

The screen is typically accessed by a specific sold voucher. But it also contains high level
information about all other “online-redeemable” vouchers purchased as part of the same
voucher shopping card transaction.
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For this example, the yellow row is the selected sold voucher reference and the corresponding
ledger data is shown below. The inspect button is used for selecting sold voucher references,
the table below will update based on the selected reference above.

Each row under ledger log can be voided by using the void button, the popup will then display
and will ask for confirmation and the reason for voiding.

After confirmation, the value is striked through on the display and affects the total
online balance depending on the amount voided.

All rows are also expandable (by clicking the small arrow on the first column) to show
more detail about this specific record.
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Also, the button add row below is used for adding new records. A popup  will then show
for entering the details to save.

This feature needs to be used by hotel staff when a guest presents an online
redeemable voucher during their stay (for offline usage). Any amounts the hotel
accepts as payment for services provided at the hotel need to be added to the ledger
as soon as possible to prevent overspending.
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New Redeem Online Vouchers / Reference Strings

The usage of vouchers on the details page is only possible for a new type of vouchers
that are specifically enabled for this. These voucher types will only be available from
release day (16th August 2022) and at time of activation on the voucher module.
Previously sold vouchers will not be eligible and cannot be converted to online
redeemable.

These new vouchers, when sold, are displayed with reference strings containing 12
letters/numbers. Example:

ABCDABCDAXYZ
ABCD-ABCD-AXYZ

Any non-”redeem online” voucher continues to use the existing reference string length
of 9 letters/numbers. These reference strings cannot be used on the details page. The
consumer will be displayed with an error indicating that the voucher is not enabled for
online redemption.

The full length reference string is required to be entered by the consumer on the
details page in order to be able to use the voucher in an online transaction.

The full length reference string is typically only exposed directly to the person that has
purchased the voucher. It is for instance provided in the PDF Voucher.
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On the backend, online redeemable vouchers will generally be displayed with the last
3 digits masked out:

ABCDABCDA***

This reference string can still be used to search the voucher, but it cannot be used to
redeem the voucher online. The masking of the full length reference string is acting as
an extra security measure.

In case there is a need for the admin user to check the full length of the reference
string, the “Mask/Unmask reference string” button can be used. This action is logged
and tracked in case some security problem happens in the future.

After pressed the Unmasked button:
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Redeem Online Prerequisites - Issuing Site

The Issuing Voucher Site needs to be enabled for redeem online by identifying all the
booking engine sites that are allowed to redeem vouchers in the Advanced Site Profile
Editor.

The flexible acceptance mapping between issuing voucher site and redeeming site
allows for cases where vouchers are sold on a group/portal level, but can in turn be
used for bookings with multiple member sites.

Once redeem online is enabled for a voucher site, the redeem online tickbox becomes
available in the voucher editor. Only vouchers that were sold with this option enabled
will be available for the new redeem online process. These sold vouchers will have a 12
letters/numbers long reference string and they have a ledger to keep track of the
remaining balance.
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Redeem Online Prerequisites - Redeeming Site

The subservice “Redeem Online Vouchers” needs to be enabled in the Advanced Site
Profile editor.

In addition to this, the system needs to know how to treat online vouchers. There are
various different factors that influence if a voucher can be redeemed inside a
particular transactions:

● Deposit type of rate: Online Voucher Redemption
● Available payment gateway settings of the redeeming site
● PMS Interface compatibility.
● Dates for expiry of voucher, checkin and/or checkout
● Cancellation Terms
● Currency of the voucher and the rate must be the same.

It may not be possible to provide a seamless integration with many clients due to
conflicting requirements between elements listed above. In which case it may be
required to carefully review and change the existing setup in cooperation with the
client and the involved 3rd parties to resolve the conflicts.

Online Overspend Protection

A consumer that has added a voucher to the details page as payment, but that is still
required to provide additional payment by a second source may spend an hour
before completing the entire process and getting presented the finished page.

Example: The consumer engages in a booking for 250€ to be paid in total upfront. A
100€ online redeemable voucher is provided on the details page reducing the payable
amount. A further 150€ need to be paid by credit card or an alternative payment
gateway.
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A “preliminary spend” over 100€ is placed in the ledger while the consumer is
redirected to a 3rd party payment page. The “preliminary spend” causes the available
balance of the voucher to be reduced temporarily, even though the actual room
reservation is not finished yet. This is preventing the consumer from starting a 2nd
parallel transaction.

The ledger row changes from “preliminary” to “active” when the consumer comes
back to the finished page after successfully authorising payment with the 3rd party
provider.
It changes to “voided” when the consumer aborts the 3rd party payment. The
consumer is typically sent back to the details page.

It also changes automatically to “voided” after ~1h. This is triggered by the existing
process that cleans up pending transactions. The consumer will not be able to finish
the transaction after this, no money will be taken (not from the payment gateway, and
not from the voucher).

A side effect of this necessary process is that a consumer may need to wait for ~1h
before the same voucher can be used in a new transaction, if the consumer didn’t
actively cancel a payment with the 3rd party provider.

Changes in Voucher Edit and Voucher List

Added new checkbox for setting in Voucher > Voucher Edit  if the voucher can be
redeemed online or not.
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The description of the voucher should contain a phrase that identifies the voucher to
be online redeemable.

This checkbox is only shown for vouchers but not tickets. And it requires at least one
site to be mapped to accept these vouchers as payment on room reservations. The
acceptance mapping editor can be found in Voucher > Advanced Site Profile >
Redemption.
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In Voucher > Vouchers List,  a new column is added  to display  if the voucher can be
redeemed online or not. Unlike the checkbox in the Voucher edit screen, this column is
displayed regardless if there are mapped sites for accepting vouchers as a payment
for room reservation.
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Transaction Details Additional columns for Voucher Online
Redemption data

New columns have been added to indicate that the voucher is redeemable online in
Voucher > transaction_details > Items. The Online Balance column contains the
remaining balance of this voucher after subtracting all the spent values if any. Also, a
column is added for the buttons to directly view the ledger for each voucher (same
behaviour applies when you click the Reference code itself). This ledger will show the in
and out of the money for this specific voucher.

Added new filter option “Online Balance”  in Sold Voucher Report
Screen

In the Vouchers > Sold Voucher Report screen, a new report option under the Voucher
Information section is added to display how much is the remaining balance of
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redeemable online vouchers.

Report output:
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Search Sold Voucher Changes

Added confirmation popup upon redeeming the voucher. This will prevent
unintentional or accidental redeeming of vouchers.

Added new columns for displaying the “view ledger” button and “Online Balance” for
the remaining amount for this voucher. The button will redirect the user to Sold Online
Vouchers screen with more details about this specific voucher.
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Payment Information in Finished page

Added a new table under the Room Inventory section to display the payment that was
paid from the payment gateway and paid by voucher. Also, this will show how much is
the balance left  after a booking is completed. The same data will also be emailed to
the customer’s email address.

Convert Payment Information

A number of screens on Convert have been updated to display some relevant information in the
event a voucher is redeemed as part of a reservation.

Reservation Details

If a voucher has been redeemed as part of a reservation, the reservations details screen for this
reservation will contain some additional information. Firstly, the existing Payment Details
section will now contain a line showing the amount of the voucher that was redeemed against
this reservation, along with a View Ledger Row button which will expand an additional Voucher
Ledger Row section containing some more information on the voucher ledger used. These
additional elements can be seen in the screenshot below.
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The Voucher Ledger Row section will display the following information;

● Amount - the amount of the voucher that was redeemed for this reservation

● Action - the action that was taken against this ledger, Spen will be the default action
indicating the voucher balance has been reduced by this amount and cannot be
re-used.

● Status - the current status of the ledger row, this should be Active, if the status is Voided
there will be a specific message in place to draw attention to this, covered further down.

● Issuer - the name of the voucher account that issued the voucher that was redeemed,
in some cases the voucher issuer may not be the same as the hotel the voucher was
redeemed on.

● Reference - a masked copy of the voucher reference number showing 9 of the 12 digits,
which will be sufficient to search for this voucher in the Voucher application.

● View Ledger - If the currently logged in user has permissions to access the voucher
application for the account that issued the voucher, this link will bring you through to the
voucher ledger for this voucher where you can see some more detailed information
regarding the payment history and actions taken for this voucher.
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Process Cancellation

In the event of a cancellation being requested on a reservation where a voucher had been
redeemed, the Process Cancellation screen will also have a new section to indicate this so the
person processing the cancellation is aware that approving/processing this cancellation could also
have implications for the voucher ledger entry, depending on terms and conditions and
cancellation policies etc.

Email Notifications

There are also some small changes in the area of confirmation email and notification emails to
indicate that a voucher was used as part of a reservation. The confirmation email received by the
hotel and customer will show the amount of the deposit that was paid by voucher, also, if
configured, a separate notification email will be sent outlining the specific of the voucher
redemption, voucher reference, amount, booking reference and the account that issued the
voucher, along with a link to the voucher ledger row.
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Sample of confirmation email

Sample of notification email

User Feedback
We want the platform to be as user friendly and optimised as possible for our customers. This
new feature helps us pinpoint areas on the platform that are working well, need fixing or
anything between.
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Users will be able rate a page or feature on the allora.ai platform (Admin) and provide free text
comments.  Every user will see an icon that triggers the rating functionality:

When the user clicks the smiley face a new popup will be introduced with rating options and a
comment section.

Prompts for feedback can also be configured and visible in the following ways:

Inline Button
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Help Section Button

Allora.ai | Windsurfer CRS Integration

We are excited to announce an integration with Windsurfer CRS (by SHR) to make distribution
even easier.

Windsurfer CRS allows hotels to centralise their reservations, rooms, inventory and rates
efficiently. This integration now allows the allora.ai booking engine to receive ARI updates from
Windsurfer directly and the booking engine to push reservations back.

Matterport Virtual Tours
It is now possible to add a Matterport virtual tour to the room content popup in the booking
engine. This will give potential guests a completely new browsing experience by allowing them
to walk through the space at their convenience.
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You can set the matterport code for each room in the room editor. Go to Manage Rooms -> List
Rooms -> Edit.

A new Matterport code setting has been added within Images & Videos Tab. Add the unique
reference found for each virtual tour as highlighted. This is similar to Youtube and Vimeo
configurations.

https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=xTcEjY*ZirM
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When the matterport link is available the overlaid 3D icon will be displayed on the image. When
clicked you will see a new 3D view tab.
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Payment Gateways

Support for two new payment gateways have been added. The onboarding process for these
gateways is longer than usual at this time. Avvio Support will help to manage requests on a
customer-by-customer basis.

- Trust Payments
- GuestPay
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Enhancements

Rate Category Codes

We have introduced rate category codes to make it easier to evaluate rate production within
Insights. Previously, it was not easy to distinguish between rate types like package or
negotiated rates in a report.

The Rate Editor now includes a new combobox for Rate Category Code (General Tab). This
combobox will show a list that contains a combination of predefined codes, those previously
entered in any rates for that particular siteID, as well as allowing users to enter new free-text
category codes.

Create/Edit rate:

Reporting

Build a report in Room Reservations with Rate Category Code dimension:
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Report result:

Those rates that are not under a rate category will be categorised under “None” in the build
result.

Voucher PDF Preview - Consumer Side

On the personalise page of a selected voucher, it is now possible for a purchaser to preview the
PDF that the recipient will see in the customer-email. The preview button now renders on all
vouchers that have email delivery as a method.
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Button per Voucher

Sample Voucher PDF in a popup

The system generates a pdf based on the Voucher profile chosen for PDF design. This is a
sample Voucher pdf that is not redeemable or valid and has indicators for the same. Any extras
chosen in the current session are also printed in the sample; along with the specific pricing and
any relevant user-entered text like name or dedication. The content of the iframe, the pdf, scales
on mobile devices for usability.
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Upsell Day of Week Availability
We have added the option to set Day of Week restrictions on upsell items, this will make it
easier to configure upsells to only be available for certain days of the week, without the need to
manually add date restrictions to close out the recurring days of the week that the upsell
should not be available for.

Date restrictions can still be set along with day of week restrictions, e.g. you have an upsell that
is available on Saturdays and Sundays, but you want to close out a specific Saturday due to an
event or maintenance etc, you can use the new day of week restrictions option to make the
Saturdays and Sundays generally available, then set a date restriction for the specific Saturday
you wish to close

Upsell items priced per item / person / adult / child / infant will be available to be added to a
booking if they have availability on ANY of the dates of stay.

Upsell items priced per day will be available if they have availability for ALL of the dates of stay,
including the checkout date.

Upsell items priced per night will be available if they have availability for ALL of the dates of
stay, excluding the checkout date.

Sample Scenarios:
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Day of Week Available: Mon-Fri

Per Item
Per Person (exc Infant)
Per Person (inc Infant)
Per Adult
Per Child (exc Infant)
Per Child (inc Infant)
Per Infant

Per Item/Day Per Item/Night
Per Night
Per Adult / Night
Per Child (exc Infant) / Night
Per Child (inc Infant) / Night
Per Infant / Night
Per Person (exc Infant) / Night
Per Person (inc Infant) / Night

Checkin-Checkout Mon-Sat Mon-Tue Fri-Sat Fri-Sun Fri-Mon Sat-Sun Sun-Tue Mon-Mon

Upsell item in
guest page

show show show show show hide show show

hide show hide hide hide hide hide hide

show show show hide hide hide hide hide

Day of Week Available: Mon-Fri
Close date falls on Monday

Checkin-Checkout Mon-Sat Mon-Tue Fri-Sat Fri-Sun Fri-Mon Sat-Sun Sun-Tue Mon-Mo
n

Upsell item in
guest page

show hide show show show hide hide show

hide hide hide hide hide hide hide hide

hide hide show hide hide hide hide hide

Additional Guest Requirements on Tickets
On the personalise page, allow a guest to enter additional party specific information for tickets;
where needed. This can also be a parameter in reporting.
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New text field in Ticket Personalise section:
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Confirmation Email Content

Per Ticket Opt-In

To use this new feature, please use select in the option in the relevant ticket’s editor under the
tab called ‘Restrictions’.
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Sold Vouchers Report

Please toggle the new checkbox in the ‘report options’ panel to include/exclude in report output.

Transaction Details
This new field, where available, can be viewed and edited per ticket sold.

Custom Upsell Colours

You now have the option to draw extra attention to specific upsell groups by changing the
background and font colours. This is accessible from the ‘Advanced’ tab of the upsell group
editor.
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Personalisation API Updates

Some items have been added to Allora.ai Javascript API
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1. Risk score for future bookings:
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2. Site main images:

3. Added details of room guests:
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Maillog for transactions
It is now possible to see the server logs regarding email delivery within the reservation details
and voucher transaction details pages. Log entries are updated every 5 minutes.

List of email types saved in logs:

Booking confirmation email
Pre-Stay email
Post-Stay email
Booking Request email (waiting list)
Cancellation email
Cancellation Request email
Voucher Confirmation email

There are 3 different email log statuses:

Waiting, delivered, bounced.

Site Score Changes
1. TripAdvisor ID has been removed as this is no longer supported.
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2. IP Exclusions score in the CRM section has been added.
To get points you have to add at least one IP to exclude it from the traffic. IP exclusions
mean Hotel staff IPs won’t be included in your traffic and conversion based reporting.
You can find this setting in CRM application -> Site Configuration -> CRM Configuration

Cendyn (eLoyalty) Productization
It is now possible to configure Cendyn’s eLoyalty product within the Allora.ai booking engine.
This allows your guests to sign in under your Cendyn eLoyalty programme in a seamless way
and support preferred access to member rates and other benefits within the booking engine.

The effort to productise the integration follows successful go-lives and will make it easier for
those wishing to follow to do so.

Please note: this enhancement requires a Cendyn eLoyalty account/service.

Guest Page Improvements
Move the “Add an additional room” collapsible option at the bottom part of the guest screen to
give more importance to booking details on top as it’s most likely that the user only books one
room. Also added an auto scroll to the “My Booking” section after the page is loaded.
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Configurable key for Google Maps in Portal
It is now possible to change your Google Maps key for Portal pages inside the Advanced Site
Profile configuration page. This was necessary as our current clients already exceed Avvio’s
Google Maps key maximum number of accesses. If no key is provided, the Avvio key will be
used instead.
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Average price per night on portal
You can choose now to show average price per night or total price when searching for multiple
nights on portal results. You can find proper flag in Portal -> Site Profile -> Flags -> Show
average price per night
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Digital Monthly Report
The PDF now shows the site name in the top-left of the report, the file name and in the email
subject header.

Deposit Types
Multi-night deposit types are now supported. Rates can be configured to take the first X nights
(accommodation only) as a deposit.

Promo Code Masking
The default behaviour is now to show promo code inputs in plaintext. Site profile and portal site
profile have new flags to set promo inputs to me masked if required.
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